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November 1999

Greetings!

You hold in your hands the first year report of the Grass Roots Innovative Policy Program

(GRIPP). Reports are a real challenge because it’s hard to capture the essence of the

work. A report cannot convey the joy of community groups celebrating that hard earned

victory, or the warmth of relationships that build and grow through collaborative work. 

GRIPP is essentially about relationships and the many benefits, both tangible and not,

that have emerged from them. The project started out as many disparate pieces – eight

local organizations, five intermediary organizations, and four policy groups from all over

the country. Through effort, training and joint work, GRIPP became one support network.

It is this network, or set of relationships, that made possible the myriad of achieve-

ments described below. This network quickly grew beyond GRIPP partners, as intermedi-

ary groups outside of GRIPP gave of their time and technical assistance – contributions

that we sincerely appreciate.

GRIPP partners have been willing participants in a grand experiment. We are grateful

to the Ford Foundation for providing us with the opportunity to test and explore the rela-

tionship between grassroots community organizing and policy development. Thanks to

the incredible efforts of the local sites and GRIPP’s intermediary and policy partners, we

are learning and doing extraordinary things.

MAKANI THEMBA-NIXON, Project Director

Grass Roots Innovative Policy Program 

Applied Research Center

Many of the old ways weren’t working.
It was time to try something new.



WHEN GRIPP WAS CONCEIVED, devolution was looming ominously on the horizon. Congress was rapid-

ly devolving programs that previously had federal oversight to states and localities. There were few

certainties and lots of questions. What would this mean? What would happen to social programs?

Were there any opportunities for progressive social change in this new and challenging context?

And, perhaps most importantly, were organizations ready to deal with the implications?

ARC started with a 1997 assessment of the public policy capacity of 22 national and 70 local

organizations. The published report – titled Ready or Not? – found several gaps in the capacity for

groups to undertake public policy or work effectively with state or national policy groups. Reasons

for this gap included:

Lack of access to public policy information, including model alternative policies, in a form

that groups can use.

A shortage of experience in converting a community’s vision of its future into the policies

and programs that will take it there.

Lack of access to a collaborative network of other organizations working on the same set of

issues.

A difficulty in linking local organizations, state and national advocacy groups, and local and

state legislatures. 

Insufficient resources. The principal necessary resource is, of course, ongoing financial sup-

port. However, even with an adequate financial base, a local policy initiative has little chance

of being successful without effective media advocacy and the kind of ongoing organizational

development assistance that can enable the local organization to integrate public policy

capacity systematically into its overall program.

The inability to influence media reporting. Media advocacy skills have become increasingly

important in all aspects of community work. To bridge this gap, organizations need both

skills training and the ongoing assistance of media professionals.

GRIPP BEGINNINGS

September 1998
Project year begins

September 1998
National Office established

October 1998
Intermediary and policy organization meetings
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GRIPP began with an interest in understanding and amplifying the process of community-based

policy advocacy. It was important to figure out how to effectively link the policy information being

churned out by the ream in the Beltway and the academy with community groups on the ground.

How could the project do a better job of building the kind of collaboration, the kind of power that

would change social policy? How could the project have an impact on the public conversation in

ways that help build support for progressive policy? Many of the old ways weren’t working. It was

time to try something new.

Thanks to ARC’s unique partnership with the Ford Foundation, the Grass Roots Innovative Policy

Program (GRIPP) was able to do just that. GRIPP started by experimenting with multi-level collabo-

rations that engage community organizing, research, media, and policy advocacy to advance local

policy initiatives on welfare and racial equity in public education. GRIPP is testing new forms of col-

laboration, new theories and new practices in media and policy advocacy, and scrupulously docu-

menting the lessons. 



GRIPP WAS LAUNCHED TO ADDRESS the gaps identi-

fied in ARC’s report Ready or Not? to build greater

capacity in communities for policy work. GRIPP

was founded on the belief that the best policies

are grounded in community vision – and commu-

nity needs. Building such capacity would mean

creating a supportive network for local groups

that provide access to good information on policy

ideas, models, and alternatives; effective, user-

friendly collaboration with national organiza-

tions; and more resources with which to do this

work. It was also clear that, more than ever, win-

ning public policies means winning public opin-

ion. Therefore, GRIPP would also need to assist

groups in developing their media capacity.

Toward this end, ARC identified five main goals

for GRIPP. 

1 Craft a multi-level policy collaborative focusing on racial equity in the arenas of welfare and pub-

lic education.

2 Institutionalize the capacity of a network of local community organizations, intermediaries, and

policy advocates to share information, experience, and vision; and build a resource base of

ongoing research and alternative policy proposals. 

3 Develop and implement six to eight local policy initiatives.

4 Devise and implement a media strategy to promote the local organization’s policy effort and

reframe public policy debate. 

5 Generate and implement a plan for interactive evaluation and documentation of the Initiative.

Craft a multi-level policy collaborative
Building on the strengths of grassroots organizations, intermediary support organizations, media

professionals, and policy groups, GRIPP set about the task of crafting a multi-level collaborative for

policy work. Local sites were chosen through nominations from GRIPP partners as ARC was inter-

ested in testing the effectiveness of this approach within established networks. All participants

were selected from a pool of applicants recommended by the organizing intermediaries with each

intermediary working directly with two groups from its respective network. A management team

comprised of the intermediary partners met monthly via conference call or in person to oversee the

collaboration.

October 1998
Local sites identified and set

GRIPP GOALS

November 1998
Management Team Planning Session

December 1998
GRIPP internal communications infrastructure developed

Dawn Phillips of BOSS goes
over strategy with CTWO’s
Fran Calpotura and IRP’s
Gavin Kearney. Groups
really benefited from the
experiene and input.



Institutionalize the network capacity 
Once sites were chosen, intermediary and appropriate policy partners worked with sites to develop

an initiative plan. These plans outlined each site’s organizing campaign, research needs, media

strategy, timeline, and support needs. Intermediary and policy partners developed technical assis-

tance plans to support each site, as well as a number of national projects. The information generat-

ed to meet these needs was disseminated through a number of user-friendly venues.

• A website (www.arc.org/gripp) and technical assistance files were established featuring model

policies, filing forms, research papers, and other resources. Many of these materials came from

GRIPP partners and other organizations; however, significant resources were created by GRIPP

staff in response to site needs. 

• A national meeting was convened for skills building, plan refinement, and information

exchange. Partners worked collaboratively to share insights and experiences that would help

each site improve its policy initiatives. 

• Tools were developed to enhance the policy capacity of the partners, including “templates” to

help groups with issue identification and analysis, base building, and research.

In addition to building infrastructure through information, management, and technical assis-

tance, GRIPP provided partners with significant financial support. While the assistance itself was

important, it was GRIPP’s philosophy that all organizations involved in the project could make a

contribution that, according to one participant, “really made the difference.” This approach helped

to create a process where all project members were encouraged to participate in a circle of infor-

mation exchange versus a more vertical structure of information transfer. Finally, and perhaps most

importantly, GRIPP sought to build capacity through direct experience with the policy process.

Preparation time for initiatives was intentionally set relatively short so that participants could learn

by doing. 

Develop and implement six 
to eight local policy initiatives.
Public opinion data on social spending show two striking and seemingly contradictory trends.

There is hesitancy to support federal programs. And there is support for more, and more active,

government involvement to address poverty and public education – at the local level. It is clear that

most people in this country want something done about these issues and something that really

works. GRIPP set out to develop concrete approaches to social policy from a progressive, communi-

ty-focused perspective. These policies not only advance democratic values and principles but also

test and widen public support for broader democratic reform.

For example, In Idaho, Idaho Community Action Network (ICAN) battles against widely held pub-

lic opinion against government-funded programs. Their Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP)

campaign to expand support for the state’s poor families is helping to open minds about social pro-

grams overall and educate residents on the often structural nature of poverty. Groups in Toledo,

Ohio and Missoula, Montana are another case in point. Their initiatives to advance greater support

for diversity in schools also pushes the envelope on principles of inclusion, community input, and

community control.

Ultimately, GRIPP is working to change the fundamental building blocks of civil society – our

laws – so that they more effectively reflect community vision and address community needs. GRIPP

seeks to marry community organizing and policy development to develop an effective process for

collaborative policy work as well as policies that can really make a difference. It appears to be a

winning combination. After our first year, five policy initiatives have been successfully implement-

ed. Two more policy initiatives will likely be completed early in the project’s second year.
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December 1998
First National Conference

In Idaho, GRIPP local site Idaho Community

Action Network (ICAN) exposed bias and

barriers to the state Child Health

Insurance Program (CHIP) and developed

access and anti-discriminatory policies to

address them. 

Indian People’s Action in Missoula,

Montana, is advancing a comprehensive

policy to address bias and discrimination

in the local public school system. The

policy deals with racial harassment,

minority teacher recruitment and reten-

tion, discipline policy, and curriculum.

Oakland, California’s People United for a

Better Oakland (PUEBLO) is also advanc-

ing school district policies to eliminate

racial bias in student discipline. After its

recent report (as part of the Kids First!

Coalition) documenting bias in school

discipline policy was released last June,

the Oakland School Board has adopted

several short-term policy changes recom-

mended in the report. Now PUEBLO is

working to advance more long-term

changes in school policy.

GRIPP sites in Chicago and Oakland have

won recent victories addressing public

transit equity. Chicago’s Metropolitan

Alliance of Congregations (MAC) gained

increased transit service for inner city

and first ring suburb communities seek-

ing new jobs in suburban communities

further out. Building Opportunities for

Self-Sufficiency/Community Organizing

Team (BOSS/COT) won a multimillion-

dollar allocation for increased transit

service in Northern California’s East Bay.

Both campaigns reversed local policy-

making trends toward increased funding

for predominantly white suburban com-

munities.

Toledo’s Coalition for Quality Education has

introduced school board policy to enact

an anti-bias, anti-racist, multicultural cur-

riculum. The Coalition believes the cur-

riculum will help lay the groundwork for

increased understanding of the value of

diversity, greater access to quality educa-

tion for all, and reduced bias in school

settings.

People Organized for Work and Employment

Rights (POWER) is waging its campaign

to establish an apprenticeship program

for San Francisco’s workfare workers.

Under its initiative, workfare workers

would become eligible to apply for the

city positions they occupy, but at the pre-

vailing wage. This unique program allows

workers to count their on-the-job experi-

ence toward job eligibility. More than 300

living wage jobs have been created in the

initial phase of POWER’s proposal so far.

Their WAGES proposal, when fully enact-

ed, will likely be the nation’s first law pro-

viding workfare workers with direct

access to unionized, living wage jobs.

Despite a large budget deficit at the state

health department, South Carolina Fair

Share is moving an initiative to expand

Medicaid eligibility for adults from the

state’s low of 25% of the federal poverty

line to 125% of the poverty line.  

December 1998
Overall GRIPP media plan and message developed

GRIPP Policy
Accomplishments 

CTWO’s Fran Calpotura leads a
session on developing effective
power analyses at the GRIPP
national meeting.



GRIPP Program Tenets
Community organizing is the primary tool

for policy development and implementation.
Much of the work of public policy depends
on the actions of others. Of course, com-
pelling these “others” to act in communi-
ties’ interests is at the heart of effective
organizing. Therefore, a large part of
GRIPP’s efforts are about supporting each
site in the development and implementation
of an effective organizing plan to build sup-
port, neutralize opposition, and competent-
ly engage the media. 

The work should be informed by best prac-

tices in a wide range of areas. Policy work

also requires a clear sense of what one is

organizing for. It is more than a set of

demands. It is also a sense of the best way

(or process) to meet the demands and codi-

fy that “way” as a written agreement or law.

This requires some knowledge of the issue

area – or at least knowing where to get the

right information – and a clear vision of how

to address the issue at hand. GRIPP is build-

ing a database and technical assistance files

of alternative policies, background materi-

als, and other information to support

informed policy development. 

Policies must be proactive and reflect com-

munity interests and vision. Community

organizations must push the boundaries

beyond the narrowly practical, and imagine

what they’d like to see become policy in

their community. For some, this may seem

antithetical to traditional community organ-

izing values but in policy work it is impor-

tant to advocate for what you really want

and figure out how to make that work.

Therefore, a big part of the site planning

process is “envisioning” what the local

group wants to accomplish and identifying

ways to cut their issue into a meaningful but

still practical initiative.

Devise and implement media strategy 
Working with the project media intermediary, We Interrupt This Message,

GRIPP made media advocacy an integral part of site and national cam-

paign planning. All GRIPP participants received media training and techni-

cal support in framing their initiatives, working with news media, and

articulating their issues. 

The first step of the process was to assess the current “rhetorical ter-

rain” – who was saying what and how it was moving public opinion. It was

clear that GRIPP needed to develop messages that shifted the focus to

institutional accountability and the social contract and away from individ-

ual blame and racial scapegoating. Interrupt conducted the content analy-

sis and the GRIPP partners brainstormed ideas drawn from the research

and participants’ collective experience. Specific news outlets were target-

ed at the local and national level for story placement and relationship

building. In addition, GRIPP News and Notes – a periodical publication on

race and public policy – was published for journalists and others.

Another important GRIPP objective in this area is to develop effective,

diverse spokespeople, especially at the local sites. Participants receive

training and technical support in message development, media outreach,

and effective presentation, and these efforts are paying off. GRIPP sites

are literally changing the face of expertise in their local areas by providing

more diversity in perspectives and broadening the range of debate.

Interactive evaluation 
and documentation
GRIPP partners worked collaboratively to develop an evaluative structure

that would facilitate the collection of information most vital for effective

documentation. It was important to all that the final product offered criti-

cal reflection on the work for those participating in GRIPP as well as oth-

ers beyond the Initiative. GRIPP participants identified key questions to

guide the program’s evaluation and approved a set of case study ques-

tions at the national conference. Staff started with three questions: 

Did we do what we said we’d do?

What do we want to learn from this? 

What did we actually accomplish and how did we do it?

These questions quickly led to many others that were organized along

a set of themes or areas of study. These themes: GRIPP’s work with media

and gatekeepers; the intersection of race and public policy and how to

effectively frame work to address it; the impact of devolution; GRIPP’s col-

laborative structure; and good and emerging practices.

GRIPP partners submit regular reports that follow these thematic

areas. The reporting focuses on what happened, the tools and processes

used, and how well they are working. ARC also leverages lessons and

experience from its other initiatives and shares them with GRIPP partners. 

Both welfare and public education work are taking place in exciting

sociopolitical contexts. GRIPP’s evaluative framework looks at what the

sites and intermediaries are doing, how they are doing it, the political

environment in which they are doing it and how all three are affected by

one another.  
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GRIPP is a multi-layered collaboration of eight local groups, three organizing intermedi-

aries, four policy organizations, and one media intermediary. Every “layer” contributed much to the

efficacy of the project. However, GRIPP’s focus was on the local initiatives and how intermediaries

could support their efforts.

Each intermediary partner worked closely with two sites. Center for Community Change also

provided policy expertise in the areas of health and transportation, while ARC provided research

and policy development work in all issue areas. Policy partners worked with particular sites,

advancing initiatives in a shared issue area while developing materials for the GRIPP initiative

overall. 

January 1999
Grants issued

December 1998
Phase I interviews with participants conducted

POWER demonstrates
how they are cleaning
up city hall and winning
more protection for
workers.

GRIPP PROGRAM PARTNERS
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Applied Research Center
Overall project management, work with local
sites, coordination of management team, mate-
rials development, and strategic consultation on
media, organizing, and policy development.

Center for Third World Organizing 
Work with local sites, participation on the man-
agement team, materials development, and
strategic consultation on organizing.

Center for Community Change 
Work with local sites, participation on the man-
agement team, materials development, and
strategic consultation on organizing.

Northwest Federation of Community
Organizations
Work with local sites, participation on the man-
agement team, research support, materials
development, and strategic consultation on
organizing.

We Interrupt This Message
Work with local sites, participation on the man-
agement team, materials development and
strategic consultation on media.

Welfare Law Center 
Information and technical assistance on welfare policy,
legal issues, and best practices.

Center for Policy Alternatives 
Information and technical assistance on model policies 
and state networks.

Rethinking Schools
Information and technical assistance on best practices,
emerging issues and model policies in public education.

Rethinking Schools
Information and technical assistance on best practices,
emerging issues, and model policies in public education.

Institute on Race and Poverty
Information and technical assistance on transportation,
regional policy approaches, and racial disparities; tools for
evaluating race, poverty, and racial impact.

Center for Community Change 
Information and technical assistance on transportation policy.

Institute on Race and Poverty
Information and technical assistance on transportation,
regional policy approaches and racial disparities; tools for
evaluating race, poverty and racial impact.

Center for Community Change 
Information and technical assistance on transportation policy.

Welfare Law Center
Information and technical assistance on welfare policy,
legal issues, and best practices.

Center for Community Change 
Information and technical assistance on health policy.

Welfare Law Center
Information and technical assistance on welfare policy,
legal issues, and best practices.

Center for Policy Alternatives
Information and technical assistance on model policies 
and state networks.

Rethinking Schools
Information and technical assistance on best practices,
emerging issues, and model policies in public education.

People Organized for Work and Employment Rights (POWER)
Welfare initiative to establish an apprenticeship program for San
Francisco’s workfare workers where they would become eligible to apply
for the city positions they occupy and be paid the prevailing wage.

The Coalition for Quality Education 
Public education initiative to enact a multicultural, anti-bias curriculum.

People United for a Better Oakland (PUEBLO) 
Public education initiative to address racial inequities in school discipline
policies.

Building Opportunities for Self-Sufficiency/ Community
Organizing Team (BOSS/COT) 
Welfare initiative to address disparities in transit spending and to
address public transportation needs of low-income people throughout
the Northern California Bay Area region.

Metropolitan Alliance of Congregations 
A welfare initiative to address racial disparities in transit spending and
to address gaps in public transportation for Chicago’s “first ring” suburbs
– communities comprised mostly of people of color.

South Carolina Fair Share
A welfare initiative to expand state Medicaid eligibility for adults from
25% to 125% of the federal poverty line.

Idaho Community Action Network (ICAN) 
Welfare initiative to change state policies and end discrimination con-
cerning access to the Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP) to give
more families awareness of and access to the program.

Indian People’s Action
Public education initiative to address bias and inequities in school policy
and practices.

All sites

GRIPP Relationships 

Intermediary Partner Local Sites Local Site Policy Partners



Policy Advocacy Organizations 
An organization was selected for each issue area (welfare and public education) to provide back-

ground research, policy updates, technical assistance, and access to professionals in their respec-

tive fields. In welfare, that organization is the New York-based Welfare Law Center. The Center has

established a website and bulletin board service for welfare advocates and has over 30 years of liti-

gation experience on welfare issues. Rethinking Schools, a Milwaukee-based organization, is the

GRIPP policy partner on public education issues. It is the best single critical source for information

on school reform proposals and programs. 

In addition to the organizations providing issue-specific expertise, GRIPP worked with two poli-

cy partners in broad areas of public policy development and dissemination. The Institute on Race

and Poverty, based at the University of Minnesota, assists organizations in determining the racial

impact of current and proposed policies in both issue areas. The Washington, D.C.-based Center for

Policy Alternatives provides access to alternative policy proposals at the state level and opportuni-

ties to network with other policy advocates and legislators through its Policy Leaders Action

Network.

Intermediary Support Organizations
The Four intermediary organizations work directly with the local community organizations to devel-

op public policy initiatives and their own ongoing policy capacity. 

The Center for Third World Organizing (CTWO), based in Oakland, California, has its own

organizing network of three sponsored organizations, a 14-year-old program training organiz-

ers of color, and well-developed connections to dozens of organizations of people of color

around the country. 

The Northwest Federation of Community Organizations (NWFCO) is an organizing and train-

ing intermediary based in Seattle, Washington, with organizations in four states. NWFCO has

had a number of recent victories working on both welfare and school equity issues. 

The Center for Community Change (CCC) is a 25-year-old national intermediary organization

with a long history of providing quality technical assistance to emerging local groups. Most

recently, the Washington, D.C.-based institution has developed a project that focuses on wel-

fare-to-work. 

We Interrupt This Message, located in San Francisco, California, provides the media expert-

ise for the Initiative. Interrupt was responsible for developing the successful Talking

Affirmative Action packets used in the pro-affirmative action grassroots campaign. They have

worked with policy groups and local organizations to develop media interventions in the pub-

lic conversation about workfare. 

January 1999
Local media plans developed

January 1999
TA files and model policy database established



Local Community Partners
Building Opportunities for Self-Sufficiency/Community Organizing Team (BOSS/COT)

Intermediary: Center for Third World Organizing

Building Opportunities for Self-Sufficiency (BOSS) was set up 25 years ago to provide services to

the homeless and low-income people of Alameda County, California. Some of the Team’s previous

work includes organizing around income and welfare rights (General Assistance, SSI, and

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families), affordable housing, electoral organizing around affirma-

tive action (Prop. 209), the bilingual education initiative (Prop. 227), and gaining access to better

public transportation. 

BOSS has turned up the heat on its campaign for transit equity and access for the region’s poor

(predominantly people of color) transit users. As a result, BOSS (working in coalition) has won a

$375 million allocation from the Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) to fund

public transit in the Regional Transportation Plan for the next two years. A plan to pour millions

into a Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) train extension to suburban Warm Springs has been stalled

while the regional decision-making body studies the coalition’s more cost-effective and equitable

alternative of increased bus service throughout the region. 

BOSS received assistance from intermediary partner Center for Third World Organizing, which

helped the group shape its organizing plan. The Institute on Race and Poverty provided technical

assistance on race, transportation policy, and regionalism, while Interrupt helped them shape their

media strategy. The Center for Community Change went beyond its organizing intermediary role

and provided additional information on transportation policy.

The Coalition for Quality Education (TCQE)

Intermediary: Applied Research Center

The Coalition for Quality Education of Toledo, Ohio, was started in 1976 by a small group of parents

who, based on their unsatisfying experience in a committee to integrate the Old West End Junior

High School, wanted to further their fight for quality, integrated education. The Coalition for Quality
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Education is now an established grassroots, community-based organization that advocates with

and on behalf of Toledo Public School students, their families, and the schools. Students/families

deemed “at risk” because of their race, socioeconomic condition, geographic location, or special

need receive particular attention.

The Coalition has just launched its initiative to get Toledo Schools to adopt an anti-bias, anti-

racist, multicultural Pre K-12 curriculum. An informational meeting of more than 400 parents,

teachers, administrators, elected officials, and press helped kick off this effort last May. Now, the

Coalition is involved in the hard work of organizing support for its initiative and building toward

school board enactment this school year.

Rethinking Schools played a primary role in helping the Coalition shape its policy initiative. They

combed through models and identified those proven to be most effective and suitable to Toledo’s

unique political context. Interrupt provided media support, and ARC worked with the Coalition to

help them shape their organizing plan. The Coalition also received technical assistance from ARC’s

ERASE (Expose Racism and Advance School Excellence) initiative. 

Idaho Community Action Network (ICAN)

Intermediary: Northwest Federation of Community Organizations

Idaho Community Action Network (ICAN) has proven to be a strong and effective statewide organiz-

ing force. The Network has won expanded in-home care services to over 1200 people with disabili-

ties; the restructuring of Idaho’s medical indigence program resulting in $6 million in new Medicaid

services; and concessions by the Board of Medicine to make significant expansions in the scope

and practice of nurse practitioners and physician assistants.

ICAN’s initiative to expand access and participation in the Child Health Insurance Program

began with an extensive testing project to assess the program’s accessibility to low-income

Idahoans. ICAN’s testing project and the resulting report successfully exposed bias and barriers in

Department of Health and Welfare (DHW) policies. The report, titled All Kids Need a Healthy Start:

DHW Doesn’t Play Fair with Children’s Health, is available at GRIPP’s website: www.arc.org/gripp. 

With support from Interrupt, ICAN held press conferences in the three “test cities” – Lewiston,

Burley and Nampa – which were broadly covered by radio, TV, and newspapers. ICAN met with state

officials and, working with allies in the federal Health Care Financing Administration, used the

report to put pressure on the Governor’s Office and the Department of Health and Welfare to

address the barriers. The Governor’s Office responded to the report by creating a Statewide

Outreach Committee to address the barriers outlined in the report. DHW appointed two members

from ICAN to sit on the Committee.

ICAN staff and leaders continue to educate local communities about the program across the

state by continuing their door-to-door outreach to families who qualify for the program. The

Outreach Committee has begun to implement ICAN’s policy recommendations. 

ICAN’s extensive organizing strategy was developed with the support of its intermediary part-

ner, Northwest Federation of Community Organizations. The Welfare Law Center helped to provide

information on model access policies and local site South Carolina Fair Share provided information

and strategies from their campaign for CHIP access two years previously.

January 1999
Website constructed

February 1999
Individualized TA plans developed

Indian Peoples'

Action initiated

a campaign to

stop unfair

suspension of

Native American

and low-income

students



Metropolitan Alliance of Congregations (MAC)

Intermediary: Center for Community Change 

Metropolitan Alliance of Congregations (MAC) is an organization that is made up of leaders from

more than 100 congregations of various faiths in the Chicago area. Founded in 1993, MAC organizes

religious and community activists on issues of education, public safety, transportation, and

employment.

MAC is focusing on regional organizing and policy initiatives to “reduce economic disparities

that separate communities by race and class.” Their campaign to pressure their local metropolitan

planning organization to end transit racism resulted in the creation of the Community Mobility Task

Force, which includes members of MAC. This task force has already adopted policies to increase

public transit access to jobs including: 

• Several hundred thousand dollars from the federal access to jobs program for weekend and

evening bus service to Joliet – service that was previously unavailable. This transit service

allows second shift workers and weekend workers to travel to jobs in neighboring, more affluent

suburbs.

• $315 million in federal funding and $78 million of state match funding for the reconstruction of

the Chicago Transit Authority “Blue Line” transit extension that serves the West Side Latino and

African-American communities of Chicago. 

MAC received extensive support from its intermediary, Center for Community Change, which pro-

vided organizing technical assistance as well as policy support on MAC’s transportation initiative.

Institute on Race and Poverty was able to provide detailed local data on race and ridership that

helped MAC identify the disparities. In addition, the Institute provided its expertise on regional

approaches to policy and helped MAC sharpen its framing of the initiative.  

Montana People’s Action/Indian People’s Action (IPA)

Intermediary: Northwest Federation of Community Organizations

Montana People’s Action (MPA) is a 16-year-old statewide social and economic justice organization

with a membership of over 5,500 Montana families. Using direct action, citizen participation,

media, and traditional lobbying strategies, MPA members have built their organization by tackling

the issues that affect their grassroots constituency. By organizing chapters of urban Native

Americans, Indian People’s Action chapters have become the voice of urban Indians in Montana.

Under the banner of “Fair and equal treatment for all students” Indian People’s Action (IPA)

leaders initiated a campaign to stop unfair suspension of Native American and low-income stu-

dents, to hire Native American teachers, and to develop and implement an open and democratic

process for appointment to school committees.

Recent court developments have given IPA an opportunity to address long-time bias toward

Native American students in Missoula schools. IPA, in partnership with GRIPP, has published five

reports on Native American educational issues. Four of those reports were written and researched

by a Northwest Federation intern who contributed mightily to GRIPP’s capacity during her summer

tenure. The reports, on discipline, bias, absentee policies, parent involvement, and minority

teacher recruitment, are available at GRIPP’s website.

Rethinking Schools worked with IPA to identify model programs, contacts, and experts in the

area of Indian education. The Institute on Race and Poverty helped to identify relevant court cases

and legal strategies concerning bias in public education. Interrupt helped IPA craft its media mes-

sage and strategy.
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People Organized to Win Employment Rights (POWER)

Intermediary: Applied Research Center

People Organized to Win Employment Rights (POWER) is a multi-racial organization made up of and

run by low-wage and no-wage workers. POWER seeks to create living wage jobs, raise the wages

and improve the working conditions at existing jobs, and increase the overall strength of low-

income and unemployed people. To support this organizing, POWER engages in benefits advocacy

and community education and develops partnerships with other sectors of the community.

POWER is currently organizing workfare workers to win permanent jobs that pay a living wage.

In exchange for their welfare benefits, workfare workers are required to perform jobs once per-

formed by union employees for a fraction of the wages, with no benefits, no protections, and no

opportunity for permanent employment.

This year, POWER released its study and recommendations in Workfare to Wages: A Bridge to

Living Wage Jobs. The report, written by Interrupt and largely researched by GRIPP staff, features

POWER’s proposal to win fair wages and treatment for workfare workers, Working and Gaining

Employment Security (WAGES). After staging a series of actions targeting the various departments

that employ workfare workers, POWER was able to win support for WAGES from several city

departments. This success prompted discussions between POWER and San Francisco labor unions

– an important development as POWER is working to build alliances with organized labor.

In addition to support with developing the WAGES report, Interrupt worked closely with POWER

on its media strategy, made calls, and pitched stories promoting its campaign. ARC provided organ-

izing and research support, as well as strategic consultation on organizational development.

Northwest Federation also pitched in with technical support on management and base-building

issues.

People United for a Better Oakland (PUEBLO)

Intermediary: Center for Third World Organizing

People United for a Better Oakland (PUEBLO) is a multiracial, multiethnic, and predominately low-

income community-based organization with more than 500 member families across the city.

PUEBLO has garnered a great deal of success over its short lifetime, including winning multilingual

translation services for low-income patients at Highland Hospital.

PUEBLO has a strong and diverse youth organization, Youth of Oakland United (YOU), which

brings young people together across racial, gender, ethnic, and geographic divides to work for

healthy sustainable communities. In 1996, YOU spearheaded the Kids First! Coalition, which won

the passage of a ballot initiative that set aside $72 million over the coming 12 years for youth

development programs.

PUEBLO’s recent release of a report on race and discipline policy (as a leading organization in

the Kids First! Coalition), Locked Out: Exposing the Suspension Epidemic in Oakland Public

Schools, received extensive media attention. This campaign to advance policies that address racial

bias in discipline and improve school quality has helped the organization strengthen its alliances in

civil rights, child advocacy, and faith communities. It has also, thanks to savvy organizing, resulted

in a number of policy victories. The report is available at the GRIPP website.

The organization received significant support from Rethinking Schools (RS), including a site visit

and consultation with RS editor Dr. Beverly Cross, a leading expert on race and educational issues.

The Center for Third World Organizing played a leading role in providing organizing technical assis-

tance, while Interrupt helped PUEBLO develop its media strategy, developed a customized media

list, made calls, and pitched stories promoting its campaign.

March 1999
Post-conference site meetings conducted

April 1999
First newsletter published



South Carolina Fair Share

Intermediary: Center for Community Change 

South Carolina Fair Share is a nonpartisan, nonprofit, statewide advocacy group that

investigates problems, educates the public about solutions, and lobbies for reforms

that focus on real citizens with real problems. South Carolina Fair Share has been a

leader in protecting citizens though work on utility deregulation, small loan companies,

and debt collection regulations, fighting wage garnishment for consumer debts, fair

auto insurance, affordable and quality health care, welfare reform, child protection, fos-

ter care, and adoptions. 

Fair Share’s activities this year centered around developing grassroots leaders and a

campaign strategy to get the state to expand the Medicaid program to cover low-income

adults with incomes up to 125% of the federal poverty line. With organizing support and

technical assistance from the Center for Community Change, Fair Share has developed a

grassroots arm called the Consumer Advocacy Committee (CAC). The purpose of the

committee is to develop and implement an organizing and media strategy to build

grassroots support for their Medicaid campaign.

With support and assistance from the Northwest Federation and ICAN, CAC members

are preparing to launch a research project much like Idaho’s CHIP testing project.

Working with the South Carolina-based Appleseed Legal Justice Center, they will identi-

fy testers for the state’s Medicaid program. Interrupt is helping them develop their

media capacity in preparation for their campaign launch next year.
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GRIPP First Year Selected

Accomplishments
Comprehensive website and

communications infrastructure

established

19 publications

Original articles reprinted in a

wide variety of print and

electronic media

Interactive, accessible

evaluative framework

Financial grants to eight local

sites, four intermediary

organizations and four policy

organizations

Technical assistance and

training to GRIPP participants

Development and

implementation of local and

national media plans

Five successful policy initiatives

ARC Director Gary Delgado leading a discussion of GRIPP participants.



GRIPP partners developed a number of publications and tools to support community-

based policy work. For organizers, there are several planning templates to help local groups devel-

op their own policy initiatives. These include Advocating for Policy Change, a detailed initiative

planning guide, Media Planning, and an issue definition tool that, among other things, helps

groups identify the racial impacts of a potential campaign. A tool to help identify racial impact in

public policy is currently being drafted and will be disseminated soon. Most of GRIPP’s publica-

tions are available at ARC’s website (www.arc.org/gripp), along with model policies, research

reports, and information on best practices in welfare and education policy.

The project’s periodical “newsletter” GRIPP News and Notes took on institutional bias in wel-

fare, school security spending and school quality, and race and regionalism. Rethinking Schools

developed an extensive briefing paper on emerging issues in public education. The Welfare Law

Center conducted a comprehensive analysis of legal issues in welfare, as well as a survey of best

practices in the area. 

August 1999
Second newsletter published

November 1999
Year Two plans refined

GRIPP PUBLICATIONS



Selected GRIPP Publications
All Kids Need a Healthy Start: DHW Doesn’t Play Fair with Children’s Health, ICAN

Analysis of Public Policy Messages in News Coverage of Education 1998-1999, 

We Interrupt This Message

Analysis of News Coverage of Welfare, Transportation and Education for the Grass Roots Innovative

Policy Project, We Interrupt This Message

Basic Quality Education for All: Report & Recommendations on Native American Education and

Community Involvement to the Missoula County Public Schools Board of Trustees, GRIPP

Breaking the Barriers: A Grassroots Guide to Identifying Access to the Children’s Health Insurance

Program, Northwest Federation of Community Organizations

Discipline and Learning Opportunities: How Missoula County Public Schools Can Enact Fair Codes

That Promote Good Behavior and Better Education for All, Julie Ponessa Salathé, Ph.D.

GRIPP News and Notes, Volume One: Spring 1999

GRIPP News and Notes, Volume Two: Summer 1999

Improving Education for American Indians and Other Minorities in Public Schools: A Case Study,

Julie Ponessa Salathé, Ph.D.

Increased Parental Involvement in Curriculum Development and Textbook Choice for Greater

Student Achievement, Julie Ponessa Salathé, Ph.D.

Race and Welfare Report, S.T. Gooden, Ph.D.

Recruitment and Hiring of Minority Teachers to Provide a Better Learning Environment for All

Children, Julie Ponessa Salathé, Ph.D.

The Role of the Courts in Securing Welfare Rights and Improvements in Welfare and Related

Programs, Welfare Law Center

What’s Working What’s Promising in Welfare, John Beam for Welfare Law Center

What’s Working What’s Promising in Education, Rethinking Schools

Tools and Resources for Organizers

Developing a Policy Initiative

Template Questions Defining an Issue

Media Planning Considerations

Media Readiness Assessment
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In this short year, GRIPP has garnered many valuable lessons. More will be discussed in the

project’s final report and evaluation, but the following are some preliminary findings: 

Organizing is necessary. Too often, the work of public policy is considered an insider process

requiring many high-level relationships but little advocacy on the ground. Moving policy in the face

of powerful opposition requires a great deal of community organizing and community support.

Developing policies in the interest of the traditionally disfranchised without a clear plan for com-

munity organizing almost always ends in failure.

There is power in synergy. The local-national/organizing-academic collaborations served GRIPP

well. By developing information and support tailored to each site’s initiative and political context,

partners were able to work more effectively together. In addition, local sites borrowed ideas and

tactics from one another and those in closer proximity supported each other’s initiatives.

Talking about race can really help advance progressive policies. One either sets the terms for how

race enters the debate or reacts to terms set by others. “Race Cut” is the term d’art within GRIPP to

describe the analytical work participants do to identify the racial impact of policy initiatives – and

how to frame it. Some participants were concerned that bringing up race would be divisive and that

it would hurt the success of GRIPP initiatives. It was critically important for most of us to put race

out front.

GRIPP has learned that “leading with race” helped to clarify initiatives, broadened the terms of

debate, and facilitated more effective alliance building. Most people want their policies to be fair.

Most people want to end racism. They embrace opportunities to do both.

However, leading with race requires a good research base that illustrates the racial impact of

public policy. In most cases, groups were able to gather what they needed, but it took enormous

effort. In some cases, appropriate data and/or research were not available at all. GRIPP is develop-

ing additional tools to help groups and policymakers gather the kind of information they need to

ensure that policies are fair and equitable in both intention and outcome. Still, more must be done

at the institutional and governmental levels to make sure that racially disaggregated information is

collected and made available to the public. 

There is a need for public access standards with regard to local budget and fiscal decision-making

processes. As more programs devolve to the states and localities, there is an even greater need for

accountability and detailed reporting of local expenditures and decisions. Many local budget

processes are notoriously labyrinthine and hard to access. GRIPP sites had difficulty getting infor-

mation on budget decisions or the impact of these decisions on neighborhoods and local pro-

grams. Given the increasing importance of local decision-making, reform is needed to make this

process more accessible to communities. Further, analytical tools should be developed to build

community-based capacity for participation in this important process.

November 1999
Second National Conference

February 2000
Third newsletter published

GRIPP LESSONS



Venerable New York Times publisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger once said, “Obviously, a man’s judg-

ment cannot be better than the information upon which he has based it.” Men and women in this

country are receiving very limited information on present-day racial inequities. Yet these inequities

have a profound impact on the administration and outcomes of such major social programs as wel-

fare and public education. Together, welfare (broadly defined) and public education constitute by

far the largest part of this nation’s efforts to address poverty. 

In GRIPP’s first year, the project collaborated with Dr. Susan Gooden to more widely disseminate

her work on race and welfare. In GRIPP’s second year, the project will expand its work with various

sectors of the academy, local groups, and others to further document the institutional aspects of

racial inequity, to leverage that information into better, more effective policymaking.

The culmination of that work will be a conference on race and public policy titled Race Rules:

Equity, Justice and Public Policy at American University in Washington, D.C., May 19-20, 2000. The

goals of this gathering are to bring together a wide variety of actors in ways that encourage collab-

oration, learning, and replication, and sharpen the debate around the role of institutional practice

in racial inequity. Its intention is to create the space for more strategic thinking and action on these

critical issues.

It has been a busy and rewarding year for GRIPP. Thanks to the tremendous efforts of GRIPP’s

local partners and intermediaries, the project has broken new ground, forged new models and

applied some of the most innovative ideas and theories to real-life public policies. Look for more

tools and model policies to be developed and posted on the project’s extensive website at

www.arc.org/gripp.
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Talking about race

can really advance

progressive policies

GRIPP NEXT



Makani Themba-Nixon, Program Director

Makani Themba-Nixon directs ARC’s Grass Roots Innovative Policy Program (GRIPP). Makani was

previously a staffer for the California State Legislature, served as Media Director for the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference/Los Angeles, and worked five years for the Marin Institute, includ-

ing three years as director of its Center for Media and Policy Analysis. She is widely published on

issues of media, public policy, and equity and is co-author of Media Advocacy and Public Health:

Power for Prevention. Her newest book, Making Policy, Making Change (Chardon Press, 1999),

focuses on the context and mechanics of effective public policy and media advocacy. 

Rose-May Guignard, Research Assistant

Rose-May Guignard is a doctoral candidate at the Center for Public Administration & Policy at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Her educational background and experience cover architecture,

urban planning, international development, and public affairs. Her areas of interest include the

changing dynamics between public and private spheres, economic development, and theory of

organization. Rose-May conducts research projects and oversees the development of the GRIPP

website.

Janene Wiley, Program Associate

Janene Wiley oversees administrative operations for the Grass Roots Innovative Policy Program.

She previously worked in administration for a public school system, where she managed grants

and meeting and conference logistics. Janene currently coordinates technical assistance delivery

and meeting and travel logistics for the GRIPP initiative.

The Grass Roots Innovative Policy Project is a program of the Applied Research Center
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